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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Accurate taxonomic classification of sequences recovered through 
metabarcoding is essential to ascertain the species encountered 
in biodiversity surveys (Bazinet & Cummings, 2012; Fosso et al., 

2018; Heeger et al., 2018; Mizrahi- Man et al., 2013; Richardson 
et al., 2017), biomonitoring (Bazinet & Cummings, 2012; Fosso et al., 
2018; Heeger et al., 2018; Mizrahi- Man et al., 2013; Richardson 
et al., 2017), and to detect invasive species (Gillet et al., 2018; Guo 
et al., 2010). Over the past five years, several algorithms have been 
developed to address the need for reliable, consistent taxonomic 
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Abstract
The effective use of metabarcoding in biodiversity science has brought important an-
alytical challenges due to the need to generate accurate taxonomic assignments. The 
assignment of sequences to genus or species level is critical for biodiversity surveys 
and biomonitoring, but it is particularly challenging as researchers must select the ap-
proach that best recovers information on species composition. This study evaluates 
the performance and accuracy of seven methods in recovering the species composi-
tion of mock communities by using COI barcode fragments. The mock communities 
varied in species number and specimen abundance, while upstream molecular and 
bioinformatic variables were held constant, and using a set of COI fragments. We 
evaluated the impact of parameter optimization on the quality of the predictions. Our 
results indicate that BLAST top hit competes well with more complex approaches if 
optimized for the mock community under study. For example, the two machine learn-
ing methods that were benchmarked proved more sensitive to reference database 
heterogeneity and completeness than methods based on sequence similarity. The ac-
curacy of assignments was impacted by both species and specimen counts (query 
compositional heterogeneity) which ultimately influence the selection of appropriate 
software. We urge researchers to: (i) use realistic mock communities to allow optimi-
zation of parameters, regardless of the taxonomic assignment method employed; (ii) 
carefully choose and curate the reference databases including completeness; and (iii) 
use QIIME, BLAST or LCA methods, in conjunction with parameter tuning to better 
assign taxonomy to diverse communities, especially when information on species di-
versity is lacking for the area under study.
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assignments. These methods employ diverse approaches: direct 
comparison of local alignments (e.g., BLAST; Altschul et al., 1997), 
post- processing of local alignments (e.g., MEGAN- like Last Common 
Ancestor LCA algorithms; (Clemente et al., 2011; Mitra et al., 2011; 
Wood & Salzberg, 2014; Kahlke & Ralph, 2019), machine learning 
techniques based on k- mers (Lan et al., 2012; Murali et al., 2018; 
Rosen et al., 2011), phylogenetic techniques (Janssen et al., 2018; 
Munch et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2018), and 
probabilistic methods (Somervuo et al. (2016) proposed a system 
that classified the main supervised learning approaches. We now ex-
tend this categorization system by classifying taxonomic assignment 
programs into four major strategies (Figure 1, Table 1): sequence 
similarity (SS), sequence composition (SC), phylogenetics (Ph, also 
referred to as model- based by Richardson et al. (2017)), and proba-
bilistic (Pr). All SS methods use global or local alignments to directly 
compare query sequences to sequences in a reference database. 
BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) is the best known of these methods. 
Methods based on SC classify sequences by extracting composi-
tional features (e.g., nucleotide frequency patterns) before building 
a model that links these profiles to specific taxonomic groups. The 
Ribosomal Database Project (RDP; Naive Bayes- based) is the most 
widely used SC classifier (Wang et al., 2007). Ph methods rely on 
the phylogenetic placement of a sequence; they utilize a tree re-
construction method, such as maximum likelihood, to obtain a de 
novo phylogeny or perform a read recruitment strategy against an 
existing reference tree (Janssen et al., 2018) using an evolutionary 
placement algorithm (EPA; Barbera et al., 2019). Finally, Pr methods 
assess the probability of correctly placing a query sequence to a par-
ticular taxonomic level by employing a probabilistic framework such 
as multinomial regression (Figure 1; Somervuo et al., 2016).

Despite this surge in method development, community adoption 
is lagging behind (Francis et al., 2019; Mangul, 2019). At least in part, 
this reflects the uncertainty in regard to which strategy will perform 

best in a particular situation. Our study addresses this conundrum 
by comprehensively assessing current taxonomic assignment tools 
including the optimization of parameters to maximize their accuracy. 
Accuracy of taxonomic assignments was evaluated using three types 
of in vitro mock communities with varying numbers of individuals and 
taxa representing compositional heterogeneity, defined as variabil-
ity in community composition, both in number of species (between 
species variability) and in number of individuals (within species vari-
ability). This type of heterogeneity is important when assessing the 
quality of taxonomic assignment because such variability is inevita-
ble in natural communities and it might confound predictions, and 
ignoring its effect can lead to false conclusions. In response to this 
concern, this study provides an unbiased benchmark of current tools 
for taxonomic assignment based on their performance with three 
mock communities with different degrees of heterogeneity.

Although benchmarking studies have been performed (Almeida 
et al., 2018; Bazinet & Cummings, 2012; Lindgreen et al., 2016; 
McIntyre et al., 2017; Peabody et al., 2015; Sczyrba et al., 2017; 
Siegwald et al., 2017), there are significant disparities in their rank-
ings of assignment software, particularly with respect to the metrics 
used and their post publication availability (Gardner et al., 2019). 
Moreover, past studies have not included the latest taxonomic as-
signment methods. Many of the comparisons have been conducted 
by the developers of methods, potentially biasing the evaluation 
(such as McIntyre et al., 2017; Peabody et al., 2015; Sczyrba et al., 
2017; as exposed in Gardner et al., 2019). Our study also provides an 
update on the current body of knowledge by including probabilistic 
methods which have recently received considerable attention from 
the metabarcoding community. It also incorporates a wide array of 
accuracy metrics aiding the development of future benchmarking 
comparisons. Furthermore, this study provides the first evaluation 
of the effect of heterogeneity in the sample as well as parameter op-
timization on the taxonomic assignment. As such, our study provides 

F I G U R E  1  Overview of methodological 
approaches. Sequence similarity (SS) 
methods use local alignments to search 
for similarity between each query and 
the reference sequences. Sequence 
composition (SC) methods are trained 
by computing a k- mer frequency profile 
for each reference sequence, and then 
matching each query to this profile. 
Phylogenetic (Ph) methods use global 
alignments including (or placing) the 
query in a phylogenetic tree. Probabilistic 
(Pr) methods use a distance metric and 
then perform a hierarchical multinomial 
regression to estimate the certainty in 
the classification of each query at each 
taxonomic rank
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guidance on the use of particular methods, as well as landmarks for 
developers as they develop approaches to improve the accuracy of 
taxonomic assignments.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Mock communities

Three types of mock communities were examined for this study: (i) 
single individual per species, where multiple species are each rep-
resented by a single individual; (ii) multiple individuals per species, 
where multiple species are represented by a variable number of in-
dividuals (1– 23); and (iii) populations of a single species, consisting of 
multiple individuals of a single species. For the latter, populations of 
all species (Table S1) were pooled for community analyses.

Three taxonomically distinct mock communities were analysed 
for the single individual per species criterion. They included a zoo-
plankton mock community comprising 76 species representing four 
phyla (molluscs, rotifers, tunicates, crustaceans), 12 orders and 22 
families (From Zhang et al., 2018b, raw sequences can be found in 
Zhang et al., 2018a); a fish mock community with 41 species from 
13 orders (This study; Methods S1 and Table S2, raw sequences 
can be found on Dryad Data set 10.5061/n); and an insect mock 
community consisting of 365 species from 10 orders and 104 fam-
ilies (Braukmann et al., 2019; raw HTS sequence data is available in 
NCBI's Short Read Archive SRP158933).

The fish mock community was assembled from tissue extracts of 
41 North American fish stored in ethanol at – 20°C before extraction 
using Qiagen Blood and Tissue kits. Equimolarized DNA was ampli-
fied with commonly used metabarcoding primers (Leray et al., 2013). 
Amplicons were cleaned with AMPure beads and indexed using the 
Nextera DNA indexing kit. After a second round of clean- up with 
AMPure beads libraries were quantified and normalised. Sequencing 
was conducted using 2 × 300 bp Illumina MiSeq at McGill University/
Génome Québec Innovation Centre, Montréal. Protocol specifics 
can be found in Methods S1 and Table S2. The resulting sequences 
can be found in the Dryad repository 10.5061/dryad.05qfttf0n. 
The other two types of mock communities (multiple individuals per 

species, populations of a single species) were zooplankton commu-
nities (Table S1; Zhang et al., 2018b).

This compositional heterogeneity allowed testing of the effec-
tiveness of taxonomic assignment methods in systems with different 
levels of genetic variation, as it is typical for natural communities. All 
our analysis focuses on two widely used COI metabarcoding mark-
ers: the Leray fragments (Leray et al., 2013) for the zooplankton and 
fish mock communities, and MLepF1/LepR1 (Hebert et al., 2004) for 
the insect mock community.

2.2  |  Quality control, merging, and 
denoising pipeline

To guarantee unbiased benchmarking, all mock communities were 
analysed using identical steps: DADA2 filtering, merging, and de-
noising. The quality of raw reads was assessed with the quality plot 
function implemented in the DADA2 v.1.12.1 pipeline (Callahan 
et al., 2016) but modified to automatically detect the low quality end 
trimming position. The automatic detection of trimming length was 
set to a mean quality score below 25. The resultant position was 
recorded and Cutadapt v1.18 (Martin, 2011) was employed to trim 
each read along with adapters and primers using parameters shown 
in Table S3.

To minimize variance introduced during preprocessing of reads, 
we employed the DADA2 v.1.12.1 (Callahan et al., 2016) pipeline for 
filtering and trimming, modelling sequencing error, dereplication, 
denoising, merging reads, amplicon sequence variant (ASV) table 
creation, and removal of chimeric sequences before input into the 
respective taxonomic assignment software (Table S3). To exclude 
sequences generated by non- target priming, the length of predicted 
ASVs was restricted to ±20 bp of the expected fragment length: be-
tween 293 and 333 bp for the Leray fragment (Leray et al., 2013), 
and between 387 and 427 for the insect fragment (Braukmann et al., 
2019). ASVs composed of less than eight denoised sequences were 
removed to reduce noise and spurious detection and to match de-
fault parameters of programs such as UPARSE (Edgar, 2013). The 
pipeline was written in R and is available at https://github.com/jshle 
ap/TA_pipes/ blob/maste r/dada2_pipe.R.

Sequence 
similarity (SS)

Sequence 
composition (SC)

Phylogenetic 
(Ph)

Probabilistic 
(Pr)

Reliability High/Lowa  High/Lowa  Highc  High

Availability High Medium Medium Low

Scalability Medium High/Lowb  Very low High

Understandability High Low High Low

Ease of use High/Medium Medium Medium/Low Low

aHigh if exact match or conspecific in database, medium to low if not.
bIf already trained it is extremely fast, but training can require high computational power.
cIf enough signal in the sequence (See Janssen et al., 2018).

TA B L E  1  Strengths and weaknesses 
of the main methods for taxonomic 
assignment. Reliability refers to how 
often expected results are recovered; 
Availability depicts the ease of obtaining 
and installing the program (including 
current support); Scalability is the capacity 
to upsize the test; Understandability is the 
ease of comprehension of the algorithm 
by nontechnical users; Ease of use refers 
to how easy is to install and run the 
program. A more detailed explanation 
of the classifications can be found in 
Supporting Information Note S2

https://github.com/jshleap/TA_pipes/blob/master/dada2_pipe.R
https://github.com/jshleap/TA_pipes/blob/master/dada2_pipe.R
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2.3  |  Curating mock community composition

Although the original species composition and provenance of the 
DNA extract for each mock community was known, the actual spe-
cies composition of the amplicon pool submitted for sequencing can 
differ from it. This difference can arise from PCR bias or from the 
loss of sequences during bioinformatic processing (Epp et al., 2012). 
Reads can also be derived from unintended sources of DNA such as 
parasites, gut contents (Zhang et al., 2018b), or environmental DNA. 
To avoid such problems, we validated and corrected the composition 
of sequences recovered from each mock community to reflect its 
true composition through a combined screen employing a high strin-
gency BLAST search (Altschul et al., 1997) using a local reference 
database with representatives known to be in the mock community, 
and a phylogenetic approach. All sequences that did not meet the 
thresholds of 99.5% identity and 100% query coverage in the previ-
ous step were removed. The details of the workflow can be found 
in Methods S2, and the descriptive statistics for the resulting mock 
community sequences can be found in Table S4. Note that we also 
tested BLAST top hit as an assignment method. One might be in-
clined to believe that this approach to curation might bias the results 
towards BLAST top hit. However, given that the curation step only 
uses BLAST assignment when the sequences are nearly identical 
and otherwise used phylogenetic placement, there is little to no bias 
for the subsequent taxonomic assignment. Moreover, the BLAST 
step during curation uses a specific database containing a restricted 
number of sequences while the downstream analyses use a general 
database with varying identities. This means that approaches are 
independent and therefore results should not be biased. This dual 
approach is the only realistic way of cleaning the ASV table, while 
retaining a realistic mock community.

All steps were run using an in- house python script (process_
mock.py available at https://github.com/jshle ap/TA_pipes/ blob/
maste r/proce ss_mock.py) with manual curation performed in an 
Ipython shell using the ete3 library (Huerta- Cepas et al., 2016). The 
removed sequences are available at https://github.com/jshle ap/
TA_pipes/ blob/maste r/Mocks/ unide ntifi ed.tar.gz, with most of the 
reads belonging to arthropoda (mainly insects) and nonaquatic ver-
tebrates (including human).

2.4  |  Assembly of reference databases

All methods for taxonomy assignment require comprehensive, 
well- annotated reference databases to perform effectively. COI 
sequences for this study were mined from NCBI GenBank, BOLD 
Systems (http://www.bolds ystems.org; Ratnasingham & Hebert, 
2007), and MIDORi (http://refer ence- midori.info; Leray et al., 2018). 
Sequence duplicates were removed using SeqKit (Shen et al., 2016). 
Information on seven taxonomic levels (Kingdom, Phylum, Class, 
Order, Family, Genus, Species) was retrieved and added to the se-
quence header using TaxonKit (Shen & Xiong, 2019). Only sequences 
with complete 7- level taxonomic information were retained. Because 

phylogenetic and probabilistic methods require a global alignment, 
only a subset of reference sequences was used. This subset was cre-
ated by identifying the lowest taxonomic level shared by all curated 
sequences (i.e., if all sequences share the same class, that class was 
picked for subsampling) in each mock community and restricting the 
reference sequences to said taxonomic level. Each subsampled ref-
erence set was subsequently aligned using the Amplicons to Global 
Gene (A2G2) program which generates very large alignments while 
minimizing gaps (Hleap et al., 2020). For the PROTAX alignment, fur-
ther filtering was necessary to maintain the program's requirement 
of at least two sequences per taxonomic level.

Subsampling strategies, like the one described above, are often 
used when the reference sequence database is large and phyloge-
netic taxon assignment is used (Chesters, 2017; Czech et al., 2019; 
Hardge et al., 2018), thus providing a realistic use scenario.

2.5  |  Inclusion of true negatives

In order to quantify cases of spurious detection (i.e., false detec-
tion of a species), we randomized (i.e., shuffled) sequences following 
Lindgreen et al., (2016). We randomly sampled 10% of the assem-
bled, denoised, and chimera- free reads using Seqkit v0.12.0 (Shen 
et al., 2016), and shuffled these sequences keeping both mononucle-
otide composition (sampling from the average nucleotide frequency 
distribution) and di- residue composition (sampling for the distribu-
tion of nucleotide pairs), creating synthetic sequences with the same 
overall nucleotide composition as the original set. This process was 
performed with the esl- shuffle function of HMMER3 v.3.2.1 (Eddy, 
2011). These sequences were used to determine the number of true 
negatives in the query.

2.6  |  Metrics for benchmarking

Four metrics were used to compare performance of the seven taxo-
nomic assignment methods: true positives (TP), false positives (FP), 
false negatives (FN), and true negatives (TN). The TP are sequences 
known to be derived from a species present in the mock community 
and assigned to this taxon. FP are sequences that were assigned to 
a species not present in the community, while FN are species known 
to be present but that had no sequence assigned to them. Finally, the 
TN are sequences present in the data set that should not be assigned 
to any species. To compute TN, we determined how many of the ran-
domized sequences were assigned to any of the 7 taxonomic levels 
and subtracted that value from the total randomized sequences in 
each mock community. We also measured five common composite 
metrics (Table S5):

The false discovery rate (FDR), the proportion of false predic-
tions made, is calculated as:

FDR =
FP

(FP + TP)

https://github.com/jshleap/TA_pipes/blob/master/process_mock.py
https://github.com/jshleap/TA_pipes/blob/master/process_mock.py
https://github.com/jshleap/TA_pipes/blob/master/Mocks/unidentified.tar.gz
https://github.com/jshleap/TA_pipes/blob/master/Mocks/unidentified.tar.gz
http://www.boldsystems.org
http://reference-midori.info
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The true positive rate (TPR) or sensitivity is the proportion of 
true positive predictions for species present in the sample and is cal-
culated as:

The positive predictive value (PPV) is the fraction of true pos-
itives from all predictions (label assignments) and is calculated as:

The F1- score is the harmonic mean of TPR and PPV. It represents 
the overall measure of confidence in a prediction as a trade- off be-
tween TPR and PPV. It can be estimated by:

Finally, the Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) corresponds 
to the correlation between the observed and predicted classification 
and is bounded by values ranging from −1 to 1. It is calculated as:

This metric is akin to the Pearson correlation coefficient be-
tween two variables and can be interpreted in a similar manner. If the 
Matthews correlation coefficient is 1, the two variables are perfectly 
correlated while a value of 0 means that the prediction is no better 
than random. Negative values indicate that the prediction is more fre-
quently incorrect than expected by chance. A comparison of the met-
rics in other benchmarking efforts is provided in Table S5, and a mock 
example of how each metric works can be found in the Note S1.

Along with these classification metrics, the computational effort 
required to carry out each analysis was measured based on percent-
age of CPU utilization, the time taken to make a prediction and the 
memory usage. The time measurements only considered the pre-
diction step and not the resources required for training the machine 
learning algorithms or constructing the reference databases for the 
sequence similarity methods.

2.7  |  Strategy for selecting taxonomic 
assignment programs

For each taxonomic assignment category we evaluated two pro-
grams based on four criteria: (i) frequency of use, as measured by the 
average number of citations per year over the last five years; (ii) type 
of assignment or category (as per Figure 1); (iii) novelty (i.e., programs 
without prior benchmarking); and (iv) applicability (i.e., programs 
with active support that are not marker specific). We employed two 
sequence similarity methods, Kraken2 (Wood & Salzberg, 2014) and 

Basta (Kahlke & Ralph, 2019); two sequence composition methods, 
QIIME q2- feature- classifier (Bokulich et al., 2018) and IDtaxa (Murali 
et al., 2018); and one probabilistic method, Protax (Axtner et al., 
2019; Somervuo et al., 2016). The two most frequently cited phy-
logenetic methods are TIPP (Nguyen et al., 2014) and MLTreeMap 
(Stark et al., 2010), but neither have active development or support 
so they were not evaluated. As a phylogenetic method, we chose 
HMMUFOTU (Zheng et al., 2018) because all other implementations 
(e.g., pplacer, EPA) in this category leave taxon assignments to post-
processing after phylogenetic placement. As a baseline reference 
and given that it is still widely used in metabarcoding studies, we 
also included BLAST top hits in the tests. Program descriptions and 
characteristics are provided in Table S6.

2.8  |  Optimization of parameters and 
evaluation of accuracy

Each program designated for evaluation has a set of adjustable pa-
rameters which can affect its performance in making taxonomic 
assignments. We optimized parameter selection for each program 
rather than adopting a one- size- fits- all approach. We did this by cre-
ating a linear search for each parameter employing the objective cri-
terion of maximizing the Matthews correlation coefficient because 
it incorporates all basic metrics (see Metrics for benchmarking sec-
tion). This selection of the best parameter set was done by perform-
ing a grid search with pseudo three- fold cross validation, where one 
third of each mock community was selected at random to identify 
the best parameter values, while the final test was performed on the 
remaining two thirds of the community. With this procedure, some 
degree of overfitting can be accomodated. When multiple combi-
nations of parameters yielded the same results, the least stringent 
parameter set was chosen to ensure generalizability of predictions. 
To test the effect of parameter optimization on accuracy of taxo-
nomic assignment, we performed two multiple linear regressions 
with all the parameters as independent variables and the F1- score 
and Matthews correlation coefficient as response variables. With 
the estimated weights, we predicted the accuracy value for every 
combination of parameters. We then computed R2 between the real 
and predicted values as a proxy of fit for each one of the training 
folds (folds being each partition of the data) during cross validation. 
This R2 represents the proportion of the variance predictable from 
parameter usage, and therefore is a useful proxy for the effect of 
parameter tuning on accuracy.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Accuracy

We evaluated the Matthews correlation coefficient (an analogue 
of Pearson's correlation coefficient, and bound between −1 and 1) 
and F1- score (the harmonic mean of the precision and recall, and 

TPR =
TP

(TP + FN)

PPV =
TP

(TP + FP)

F1 − score =
2 ∗ TPR ∗ PPV

TPR + PPV

MCC =
TP ∗ TN − FP ∗ FN

√

(TP + FP) ∗ (TP + FN) ∗ (TN + FP) ∗ (TN + FN)
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bound between 0 and 1; basic metrics and other compound met-
rics are provided in Table S7) for each method at the family, genus, 
and species level as these are the key taxonomic ranks for ecological 
studies (Thiault et al., 2015; Wiese et al., 2016). QIIME2 generated 
the highest average Matthews correlation coefficient for accuracy 
of classification among the methods tested for each mock commu-
nity, achieving average values of 0.99 (0.02 standard deviation), 0.89 
(0.11 standard deviation), and 0.67 (0.09 standard deviation) for fam-
ily, genus, and species, respectively (Figure 2 and Table S7; for the 
corresponding analyses of the F1- scores see Figure S1). The loss of 
accuracy towards the lower taxonomic ranks reflected an increase 
in the false discovery rate (increased false positives) rather than a 
lack of predictions (false negatives) (Table S7). This pattern was true 
for all communities except the insect mock community where more 
false negatives were found but fewer false positives (Figure 2 and 
Table S7).

QIIME2 was closely followed by BLAST which had average 
Matthews correlation coefficient values of 0.91 (0.08 standard de-
viation –  SD), 0.83 (0.09 SD), and 0.70 (0.09 SD) for family, genus, 
and species respectively (Figure 2 and Table S7; for the correspond-
ing analyses of the F1- scores see Figure S1). BLAST did not produce 
false negatives for any mock community and no true negatives were 
predicted (S7). Loss of accuracy at lower taxonomic levels again 

resulted from false positives, with the multiple individual per species 
community having the highest relative incidence of false positives 
(Table S7).

In comparison to QIIME2 and BLAST, Kraken2 generated much 
lower average Matthews correlation coefficient values for family 
(MCC = 0.56, SD = 0.22), genus (MCC = 0.55, SD = 0.23), and spe-
cies (MCC = 0.45, SD = 0.26) (Table S7). Kraken did correctly avoid 
assigning taxonomy to the shuffled sequences, but produced many 
false negatives, especially for the fish community (e.g., it failed to 
assign Catostomus commersonii and Notropis hudsoni to the correct 
species), and some false positives particularly for the insect commu-
nity (e.g. Dioryctria abietella, Euura clitellata; Table S6).

The type of mock community did not have a substantial effect 
on the accuracy of either QIIME or BLAST as both methods had less 
than 0.1 standard deviation (SD) of the Matthews correlation coef-
ficient (with the exception of QIIME in species with 0.12). All other 
methods showed high levels of variation in accuracy (> 0.2 SD except 
LCA which had a SD of 0.17 at the species- level) depending on the 
type of mock community. The zooplankton population of single spe-
cies, and the single individual per species mock communities were 
the least variable and the fish mock community the most variable 
(Table S7 and Figure S2). The probabilistic method (Pr) PROTAX, ex-
hibited many false negatives especially for the fish community.

F I G U R E  2  Matthews correlation 
coefficient (MCC) for each mock 
community for all assignment methods. 
Taxonomic assignment was examined 
at three levels: (a) Family, (b) Genus, 
and (c) Species. FSIS, Fish single 
individual per species; ISIS, Insect single 
individual per species; MIS, Zooplankton 
multiple individuals per species; PSS, 
Zooplankton population of single species; 
SIS, Zooplankton single individual per 
species
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HMMUFOTU always assigned the shuffled sequences to a taxon, 
leading to no true negatives, and therefore rendering the Mathews 
correlation coefficient undefined (Figure 2). For reference, we pro-
vide the same analysis using the F1- score as an accuracy metric in 
the Supporting information (Figure S1). As this metric does not con-
sider true negatives, its performance is overestimated. Most meth-
ods showed similar trends in both the F1- score and the Mathews 
correlation coefficient analyses: QIIME and BLAST performed best 
while KRAKEN2 and HMMUFOTU did worst.

3.2  |  Parameter optimization

Multiple regression of accuracy on tuned parameters showed the 
highest R2 in Kraken2 (average R2 of 0.74), meaning that 74% of its 
variance is explained by parameter tuning (Figure 3 and Table S8). 
PROTAX (probabilistic method) showed the least prediction of the 
accuracy by its only tuning parameter (conf; Figure 3 and Table S9), 
followed closely by HMMUFOTU (phylogenetic method) with an av-
erage R2 of 0.05 (Figure 3 and Table S10).

The most parameterized method is BASTA's last common 
ancestor- type software with five tunable parameters with 5– 11 
levels for each (Table 2 and Tables S11a– e). This requires an opti-
mization run for more than 23,000 combinations of parameters. As 
a result, BASTA took the longest (>40 h of computer time) to pro-
vide optimization results, despite being one of the fastest meth-
ods for single runs (Figure 4 and Table S7). In terms of response to 

optimization, BASTA exhibited an average R2 of 0.25 (i.e., 25% of 
variance reflects parameter tuning; Tables S11a– e). It appears to be 
community dependent (Figure 3) as tuning had a more profound ef-
fect on the population of a single species community with an R2 of 
0.57. Optimization values for the remaining methods (BLAST, QIIME, 
IDtaxa) are shown in Tables S12– S14.

PROTAX, IDtaxa, and Kraken2 are the least parameterized meth-
ods with only one tunable parameter (Table 2), which translates into 
a smaller search space for the optimum value, and therefore poten-
tially less time to determine the optimal solution. PROTAX however, 
did not respond to optimization as it showed similar Matthews cor-
relation coefficient values for all levels of the tunable parameter 
(confidence threshold in this case; Table 2). The variance in accuracy 
for IDtaxa and Kraken2 could be explained by parameter optimiza-
tion. Both programs might deliver improved accuracy when detailed 
parameter tuning is applied as they currently rely on just a single 
parameter.

3.3  |  Overall performance

Kraken2 was the most time- efficient method, being several orders 
of magnitude faster than the other methods evaluated, achieving re-
sults in 0.5 s per run on average (Figure 4a and Table S7). BLAST and 
BASTA were slightly slower, generating results in 5.8 and 7.3 s aver-
aged across the three mock communities. By contrast, IDtaxa and 
QIIME were almost three orders of magnitude slower than Kraken2, 

F I G U R E  3  Distribution of R2 per 
method and mock community. Each R2 
value is the fit between the predicted 
accuracy based on a multiple regression 
(accuracy as dependent variable and all 
the parameters as independent variables) 
and the actual accuracy obtained. (a) F1- 
score; (b) Matthews correlation coefficient 
(MCC). FSIS, Fish single individual per 
species; ISIS, Insect single individual 
per species; MIS, Zooplankton multiple 
individuals per species; PSS, Zooplankton 
population of single species; SIS, 
Zooplankton single individual per species; 
FSIS, Fish single individual per species; 
ISIS, Insect single individual per species; 
MIS, Zooplankton multiple individuals per 
species; PSS, Zooplankton population of 
single species; SIS, Zooplankton single 
individual per species
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with 129.4 and 99.6 s on average across mock communities, respec-
tively (Figure 4a and Table S7).

In terms of memory, all programs had roughly similar require-
ments, but PROTAX and BLAST were the most memory intensive 
using an average of 6648 and 4054 megabytes of memory, re-
spectively (Figure 4b and Table S7) while QIIME required the least 
(924.3 Mb; Figure 4b and Table S7) during the classification phase.

Another performance metric was CPU usage, the proportion 
of a single core used to execute the program. As most computers 
now contain multiple CPU cores, the percentage of usage can be 
higher than 100%. CPU usage differed substantially between mock 

communities, largely reflecting their varying number of sequences 
(Figure 4c). PROTAX and BLAST showed consistently high CPU 
usage, with 1,414.8 and 784.3 average CPU percentage, respec-
tively (Figure 4c and Table S7). On average, QIIME was the most 
CPU efficient software, using only 6% CPU on average.

4  |  DISCUSSION

In this study we comprehensively assessed the performance of cur-
rent taxonomic assignment software. It is often assumed that more 
sophisticated methods outperform BLAST in performance and ac-
curacy of taxonomic assignments in almost every setting, adding to 
reports of false positives (Porter & Hajibabaei, 2018; Virgilio et al., 
2010). However, our results suggest that added complexity does not 
always yield significantly better results, especially if a mock com-
munity resembling the expected sample can be used for parameter 
adjustment.

4.1  |  Classification accuracy

Naive Bayes classifiers have been shown to outperform BLAST in 
certain settings (Rosen et al., 2011) but we only found this to be 
true for QIIME, suggesting that other classifiers are extremely sensi-
tive to the reference database available, especially with respect to 
composition and the number of reference sequences per species 
(Schenekar et al., 2020). Although QIIME slightly outperformed 
BLAST, sequence similarity (SS) methods seemed more robust 
for highly heterogeneous and large databases. Both BASTA and 
Kraken2 use the last taxonomic common ancestor (LCA) strategy to 
assign taxonomy, and their performance might be underestimated in 
this study, since we tested each taxonomic level strictly. This means 
that even if these methods correctly identified a higher taxonomic 
level, it would be reported as a misclassification for the ranks evalu-
ated. This reflects the heterogeneity in LCA predictions (i.e., not all 
taxonomic levels are classified to the same depth). If a study does 
not require strict taxonomic levels (i.e. species level prediction is 
not required in all assignments) then LCA methods might deliver 
higher accuracies than reported here. In fact, a LCA approach can be 
very appropriate when some taxa are undersampled, for example, 
in exploratory analyses of diversity or environmental DNA studies. 
In such cases, the sensitivity of LCA approaches might reveal the 
presence of undersampled or rare species (e.g., tropics; Bacci et al., 
2018) at higher taxonomic levels (e.g., family) when a genus or spe-
cies identification is not possible.

In our analysis, PROTAX exhibited low accuracy when making 
assignments for the fish mock community. This result might re-
flect the presence of records from hybrids or from misidentified 
specimens in the reference database as these would confound the 
regression classifier. It is certain that sequences derived from hy-
brids are present in reference databases such as the NCBI, and 
their annotation is extremely variable, making them likely to be 

TA B L E  2  Parameter space for the optimization of the programs 
used

Program Parameter Space

Blast (Top hit) e- value {1E- 50, 1E- 25, 1E- 15, 1E- 
7, 1E- 4, 1E- 2}

Percent identity {70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 
100}

Max target 
sequences

{1, 25, 50, 75, 100, 500}

BASTA (LCA) e- value {1E- 50, 1E- 25, 1E- 15, 1E- 
7, 1E- 4, 1E- 2}

Percent identity {70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 
100}

Minimum number 
of hits

{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}

Maximum number 
of hits

{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10}

Percentage of hits 
to use

{60, 70, 80, 90, 99}

Kraken2 Confidence 
threshold

{0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 
0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}

QIIME Confidence 
threshold

{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}

IDTAXA Confidence 
threshold

{0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0}

Bootstraps {50, 100, 200, 400}

Minimum fraction 
of bootstraps

{0.9, 0.92, 0.94, 0.96, 
0.98, 1.0}

HMMUFOTU Seed {1, 25, 50, 75, 100}

Max observed 
distance

{0, 0.1, 1, 10, ‘inf’}

Max placement 
error

{1, 10, 20, 30, 40}

Branch length 
estimating 
method

{‘unweighted’, ‘weighted’}

Method for 
calculating prior 
probability of a 
placement

{‘uniform’, ‘height’}

PROTAX Confidence 
threshold

{0.1, 0.05, 0.01, 0.001}
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present in most reference databases that have not been manually 
curated. Also, if the parental species of hybrids are used to iden-
tify species, the database might contain biases even after curation 
(Machida et al., 2017) and so will the classifier. This is an import-
ant factor to consider when dealing with taxa with high levels of 
hybridization such as some fish groups. Taxonomic assignment in 
these cases should be inspected carefully and only highly curated 
databases should be used. Introgression will affect the accuracy 
at the species level by increasing the number of false positives, 
but might not affect other taxonomic ranks as introgression is rare 
above genus level. Our results also revealed a high level of false 
negatives, probably reflecting the lack of sufficient reference se-
quences for each taxon. PROTAX requires at least two sequences 
of each taxon to model probabilities. Some of our reference data-
bases only had one representative per certain species. This should 
not affect results at the genus or family level, but we observed 
instances where the genus and family were not assigned, although 
the reference database included multiple entries for congeners 
and confamilials.

PROTAX does have the advantage of informing the classifier 
of the likelihood of finding a given group (Axtner et al., 2019), for 
example, if a species is present in the region under study. We did 
not test this feature since this information is rarely available for 

metabarcoding or ecological studies in understudied areas (e.g., 
tropics) or taxonomic groups. We also deemed it inappropriate for 
a mock community study in order to avoid “observer” bias in already 
biased reference sets (Troudet et al., 2017). However, when prior in-
formation concerning expected diversity is available, PROTAX might 
show a better performance than achieved in our study.

Our results indicate that sample composition strongly affects 
the capacity of classifiers to make correct taxonomic assignments, 
an observation also reported for microbial metabarcoding (Yeoh 
et al., 2019). At the species level, accuracy across all methods for the 
multiple individuals per species mock community was low, perhaps 
due to confounding effects stemming from its higher genetic diver-
sity per species (Figure S2). This is important as most metabarcoding 
bulk samples are taxonomically heterogeneous and genetically di-
verse (Evans et al., 2017). There is a need to incorporate genetic het-
erogeneity into the tools’ models. For example, hierarchical Naive 
Bayes algorithms have been developed for tissue microarray exper-
iments, yielding higher accuracies while taking into account sample 
heterogeneity (Demichelis et al., 2006). In the same manner, proba-
bilistic and model- based tools should incorporate a term to account 
for the variability of the sample. For sequence similarity methods, 
we suggest a multitier search, starting from narrow taxonomic di-
versity, with a few representatives closely resembling the expected 

F I G U R E  4  Overall performance of 
the programs evaluated for all mock 
communities. (a) Time of execution 
in log(seconds); (b) Memory used in 
log(Mb); (c) CPU usage in log (percentage 
CPU usage per core). The y- axis is log 
transformed to aid visualization. FSIS, 
Fish single individual per species; ISIS, 
Insect single individual per species; MIS, 
Zooplankton multiple individuals per 
species; PSS, Zooplankton population of 
single species; SIS, Zooplankton single 
individual per species
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diversity, and progressively widen it in subsequent searches. This 
might help cope, to some degree, with the heterogeneity in the 
sample.

A high number of hybrids in databases, the relative low tax-
onomic diversity in public repositories, and a dynamic taxonomy 
(Mora et al., 2008; Vavalidis et al., 2019) perturb classification, and 
create high uncertainty of results (Figure S2). This exemplifies the 
main sources of error in taxonomic assignment: mis- annotations in 
reference databases and the incomplete representation of taxa in 
them (Leray et al., 2018; Macheriotou et al., 2019; Troudet et al., 
2017).

4.2  |  Classification parameter optimization

Parameter optimization played an important role in determining the 
accuracy of taxonomic assignments (Figure 3; Tables S8– S14) for 
most methods. However, our results suggest that Kraken2 was the 
most affected (Figure 3) as evidenced by its higher overall R2 over 
multiple linear regressions. 74% of the variance in Kraken2 can be 
explained by parameter tuning. By contrast, the PROTAX (probabilis-
tic method) confidence parameter had no influence on the predicted 
composition of any mock community regardless of parameter tuning 
(Figure 3 and Table S9). A similar pattern was found for HMMUFOTU 
(phylogenetic method) with an average R2 of 0.05. However, there 
appears to be a correlation with the type of mock community as the 
PSS community (for the Matthews correlation coefficient metric; 
Figure 3) responded best to optimization for all classifiers.

Although it is intuitive that parameter optimization should im-
prove the accuracy of predictions (Bokulich et al., 2018), many 
studies employ previously published or default parameters (e.g., 
Anantharaman et al., 2016; Rodríguez- Martínez et al., 2020), thereby 
potentially propagating errors. Our data show that the accuracy of 
most methods is strongly influenced by parameter optimization, par-
ticularly when using Kraken2, IDtaxa, and BASTA. The assembly of a 
mock community closely resembling the expected sample followed 
by parameter tuning before making taxonomic assignments could 
yield a more accurate description of the community by reducing 
false positives and false negatives (Braukmann et al., 2019; Zhang 
et al., 2018b).

PROTAX was the only method that showed no response to pa-
rameter tuning. This lack of relationship might be explained by the 
robust parametrization of the multinomial model, where the prob-
ability values lie outside the bounds of the tested thresholds. This 
strength becomes very important when no ground truthing is avail-
able for samples.

4.3  |  Classification performance

During the classification of the mock communities, all methods com-
pleted analysis rapidly (39 ± 112 s). Kraken2 was the most rapid, re-
flecting its optimization for data heavy metagenomic studies (Wood 

et al., 2019). BLAST- based methods (BLAST top hit and BASTA 
LCA) were more efficient than the SC methods, but BLAST scales 
poorly (Porter & Hajibabaei, 2018). The two methods based on se-
quence composition (Idtaxa, QIIME) are the least scalable, followed 
by PROTAX. This implies that parameter optimization should be re-
stricted to a smaller set, which comes with the caveat that the opti-
mum might not be found in a realistic timeframe.

Run times gain importance as reference databases and query 
sets grow, especially with parameter optimization. Some methods 
lack an off- the- shelf way to parallelize a run. For example, the LCA 
implementation (BASTA; Kahlke & Ralph, 2019) involves a data-
base that cannot be concurrently accessed, making BASTA single 
threaded (one query at a time). Despite this limitation, it ran rapidly, 
but parameter optimization is costly because of the lack of paral-
lelization and number of parameters that can be tuned.

All programs had similar memory requirements (Figure 4b) ex-
cept BLAST and PROTAX, which both required one more order of 
magnitude of memory during classification. PROTAX memory con-
sumption remained high regardless of the size of the mock commu-
nity or the number of reference sequences. Memory use in BLAST 
varied strongly with both factors, especially the number of refer-
ence sequences. A similar pattern was observed for CPU usage as 
PROTAX and BLAST required more than the other methods (be-
tween one and four orders of magnitude). This metric is important 
when multiple instances of programs are being run on a CPU, as this 
affects the run time of all active software. QIIME seems to be CPU- 
load independent which suggests that multiple instances of it can 
be run on the same CPU with little impact on individual run times.

4.4  |  Training stage

So far we have only considered performance metrics at the classifi-
cation stage. However, the performance during the training phase 
can also be a limiting factor. Sequence similarity programs are 
very fast during database creation and can process several million 
sequences (i.e., NCBI nt database) within a few minutes. By com-
parison, sequence composition programs are computationally ex-
pensive, with IDtaxa being the most extreme in this regard. During 
this study, QIIME required more than 500 Gb of RAM for 2+ days 
for our training set, while IDtaxa needed similar memory for 3+ 
days. These constraints can be overcome by using pretrained ref-
erences (e.g., SILVA, GREENGENES), or smaller custom references. 
This comes at the potential cost of not discovering certain taxa and 
creating more false positives from a prediction of a confamilial in-
stead of the target species. A possible strategy to deal with large 
reference databases is to first run BLAST/LCA methods on a higher 
taxonomic rank, assign the references to the identified families, and 
then create family- specific reference databases. However, even this 
approach can fail in extremely diverse families, and further subsets 
might be required.

Both phylogenetic and probabilistic (at least PROTAX) soft-
ware also use extensive computational resources at the training 
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phase. In addition, both require a global sequence alignment, and 
most alignment programs cannot deal with more than a few thou-
sand sequences (Sievers et al., 2011). Alternative strategies to im-
prove input alignment quality include anchoring the alignment to a 
particular region of the gene (e.g., COI) and to the amplicon within 
that gene (Hleap et al., 2020). What remains for both PROTAX and 
HMMUFOTU is an extensive training/tree building step after align-
ment that can be time and memory consuming. For HMMUFOTU, 
the computational impact is lower because of efficient phyloge-
netic software, such as FastTree (Price et al., 2010). However, these 
methods are less accurate in determining phylogenetic relationships 
and can therefore compromise downstream taxonomic assign-
ments (Zhou et al., 2018). It is possible that the uncertainty intro-
duced during the estimation of a very large phylogenetic tree with 
a fast heuristic such as the one used in FastTree is one reason why 
HMMUFOTU performed poorly in our study.

Following Gardner et al. (2019), we have reported the most 
used accuracy metrics to aid future benchmarking, and made a neu-
tral comparison (Boulesteix et al., 2013). Furthermore, of all avail-
able neutral benchmarking studies (Almeida et al., 2018; Bazinet 
& Cummings, 2012; Gardner et al., 2019; Lindgreen et al., 2016; 
Siegwald et al., 2017), ours is the only one to include manually cu-
rated real mock communities, and the addition of true negatives 
through sequence shuffling. To our knowledge, this is also the only 
neutral benchmark for amplicon sequencing in eukaryotes and it 
includes the largest in vitro mock community to date, providing in-
sights into the effect that query and reference sequence heteroge-
neity has on taxonomic assignments.

5  |  CONCLUSIONS

Despite intensive research, and incremental improvements in 
software, the taxonomic assignment of sequence data remains 
challenging. As global biodiversity is under threat, it is important 
to gain the capacity to accurately determine alpha diversity. We 
show that for higher taxonomic ranks (e.g., family) current meth-
ods have roughly similar capacity to generate accurate predic-
tions, but there is significant room for improvement at the genus 
and species levels. Achieving “exact” assignments is impossible at 
the species level because taxonomy is constantly revised, and be-
cause species are dynamic entities (both conceptually and geneti-
cally). However, there are a series of actions that help to minimize 
mis- assignments at all levels. First, increased parameterization 
and strengthened curation of reference databases is of paramount 
importance for all identification software. Second, the construc-
tion of a mock community that corresponds to the diversity of the 
system under study has an important impact on parameter choice 
and overall taxonomic assignment accuracy. Third, QIIME, BLAST 
or LCA methods, in conjunction with aforementioned parameter 
tuning, currently seem to be the best approaches for generating 
accurate taxonomic assignments. It should be noted that in better 
studied areas for which carefully curated databases are available, 

probabilistic methods such as PROTAX are likely to be very in-
formative although further benchmarking is needed to confirm 
this assumption.
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